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Letter from the President

Increasing Impact through
Collective Action

In

Cincinnati, Ohio, something unprecedented is happening in the schools: all of them are improving!
Consider that 91 percent of student outcome indicators are improving for students in Cincinnati, and that this is
happening across grade levels, from pre-kindergarten all the
way up to 12th grade. The results over the past few years have
been so astonishing, that in the U.S., 64 community partnerships in 32 states have joined the StriveTogether Cradle to
Career Network to learn how to replicate this success. Knowing
how challenging school reform is in your city, are you wondering: How is this possible? The answer: collective action.
Before explaining the meaning of this phrase in the
Cincinnati context, allow me to touch on surely the most
hopeful sign in a hope-challenged world: the amazing level
of success of the United Nations Millennium Development
Goals. When every country on the planet voted in 2000 to undertake the grandest of global challenges—to reduce extreme
poverty by 50 percent, to achieve universal primary education,
to reduce child mortality by twothirds, as well as five more equally
ambitious goals—no one actually believed this was possible by the enddate of 2015. Indeed, hardly anyone
paid attention to the pronouncement
because there was no mechanism to
even imagine such outcomes, forget
about achieving them. But over the
next decade, an unprecedented public–private partnership formed, both
formally and informally. And late last
year, the results were announced and
the world learned that the impossible
had become not merely possible but
was nearly achieved.
Some examples: both extreme poverty and child mortality
fell by 50 percent, enrollment in primary education in developed
regions rose to 91 percent, new HIV infections decreased by 40
percent, maternal mortality decreased by 45 percent, and 2.6 billion people gained access to clean drinking water. In fact, the
successes were so striking, even if some fell short of the goals,
that every nation upped the ante by announcing an even grander
set of “Sustainable Development Goals” to be met by 2030.
What was at the core of this success? I mentioned public–
private partnerships at an unprecedented scale, but underlying and fueling these “PPPs” was collective action.
If you haven’t happened to follow the literature on collective action, I would recommend one article: “Collective
Impact” by John Kania and Mark Kramer, published in the
Stanford Social Innovation Review (Winter 2011 issue). But
the 4 keys to success can be signified by 4 words: “storming,
norming, conforming, and performing.” What they represent

are the crucial elements in the life cycle of progressing in the
face of daunting challenges:
(1) Storming: convening every single one of the stakeholders in achieving progress whether they get along with one another or not (e.,g., in Cincinnati they convinced the unions to
sit down with the administrators, the corporate leaders, the
parents, and so on);
(2) Norming: establishing a detailed consensus on what everyone’s ideal goals would consist of (improving the outcomes
for every child in every school in the entire city);
(3) Conforming: presenting a plan that every stakeholder
would not only buy into but that they would be willing to individually contribute to (in Cincinnati, scores of multi-stakeholder
watchdog committees took on voluntary assignments to oversee
the performance of every single school in the city and to work
with families if individual children were having trouble); and
(4) Performing (well, that’s what has now been working so
well over the past few years).
I hope you find these anecdotes
as inspiring as I do. But inspiration
leads to the big question for me and
for you: Can our Academy and its extraordinary Members go beyond even
our proudest accomplishment and—
by acting collectively—make a transformative contribution to a world that
needs us?
In this issue, we devote many articles to the topic of (as I would phrase
it) “Membership in the New York
Academy of Sciences: What Does It
Mean & What Can It Mean?” As you
peruse the issue, you will encounter
examples of Members who volunteer to mentor children even
though they have won the world’s most prestigious prizes and
are working 24/7 to drive their science to new heights. And
you will meet young scientists who are engaging their peers
across geographies and cultures, working collaboratively on
innovation projects.
What all of these Members have in common is that they
are not passive Members of the New York Academy of Sciences, but they are engaged Members: people giving back.
When people new to our Academy ask: How is it possible that
the Academy, with a mere 100 staffers, organizes 125 meetings a year, publishes a high-impact journal, oversees a global
alliance on nutrition science, takes a leading role in Alzheimer’s disease, initiates a “Global Compact on Early Childhood
Development,” manages a “Nobel Prize” for young scientists,
and launches the world’s most ambitious effort to inspire and
educate children in STEM careers, I can say that it is because
of our incredible network. It’s not just names on paper; thou-

“Can our Academy and its
extraordinary Members go
beyond even our proudest
accomplishment and—by
acting collectively—make a
transformative contribution
to a world that needs us?”
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sands of you participate in these activities.
So can we take your passions and efforts to the next level:
collective action? On Wednesday, January 13, United Nations
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon invited me to a private lunch.
He wanted to know whether our Academy would be willing
to actively support the Sustainable Development Goals. This
is a great honor to you, the Members of our network. It means
the Secretary General thinks you are the greatest collective of
innovators on the planet. He looks at the lists of Governors,
President’s Council Members, and Blavatnik Award winners
and finalists, and then he looks at the academic and industry experts on the committees of our conferences, Discussion
Groups, Sackler Institute, and initiatives in Alzheimer’s disease, smart & sustainable cities, early childhood development,
and even the young geniuses in our new Junior Academy and
1000 Girls, 1000 Futures social networks, and he is convinced
that if all of us act collectively, we can make an enormously
positive impact on the UN’s drive for a sustainable planet.
If you agree and would like to help, drop me a line. 

Ellis Rubinstein
President & CEO
The New York Academy of Sciences Magazine • Spring 2016
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Inside the Academy
Reports from the Academy programs and news about Academy activities.
Read more online at www.nyas.org/academynews.

Kickstarting Innovative Nutrition Research

C

ongratulations to the winners of a grant for early-career
investigators from the Academy’s Sackler Institute for Nutrition Science. The funding supports young researchers
who are doing critical, early-stage work that has the potential to
impact human nutrition and health.
“With these seed grants, we are testing the hypothesis that
relatively small grants at critical time periods in a young researcher’s career can lay the groundwork for larger scale research
projects with strong relevance for public health and nutrition,”
says Mireille McLean, MPH, director, The Sackler Institute.
Learn more about each of the winners and their work below.
Shauna Downs, PhD, is an Earth Institute postdoctoral fellow at the Institute of
Human Nutrition at Columbia University.
Her research project focuses on identifying
interventions that help to promote the production and consumption of healthy and
sustainably produced oils in Myanmar.
“As the global population and growth in per capita income increases, our current food system will struggle to meet demand
for sustainable, nutritious food in the face of multiple constraints
including climate change and ecosystem preservation. There is a
clear need to do more with less and in a ‘better’ way,” notes Downs.

Currently an assistant professor in the Department of Health and Nutrition Sciences
at Brooklyn College of the City University
of New York, Xinyin Jiang, PhD, RD, will
be focusing her research on prenatal betaine supplements as a possible treatment
for macrosomia in babies born to mothers
with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM).
Jiang describes the importance of the research this way, “In
GDM-complicated pregnancies, placental transport of fatty acids
and glucose to the fetus is significantly elevated, resulting in fetal
overgrowth, or macrosomia. Macrosomia predisposes infants to
a greater risk of obesity and diabetes later in life.” Her study will
examine the effect of betaine on maintaining placental macronutrient homeostasis and preventing GDM-associated macrosomia
through the use of mouse models.
Rena Zelig, RDN, assistant professor and
director of the Master of Science in Clinical Nutrition program, Department of Nutritional Sciences, Rutgers School of Health
Related Professions, will be exploring the
relationships between dental health, diet,
and the experience of eating among older
adults. “The relationship between nutrition and oral health is syn4
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ergistic. However, the impact of missing teeth and poor dentition
on nutritional status and the eating experience has not been studied from the patient perspective,” says Zelig.
Building on prior research, Zelig’s project will incorporate a
quantitative self-administered tool that assesses nutritional status from the patient perspective as well as interviews to qualitatively evaluate the patient’s eating experience. The findings of
this study will serve as the basis for future patient centered outcomes research. Study outcomes will also provide the infrastructure from which targeted dietary interventions can be designed
to improve diet quality and the nutritional status of older adults
with impaired dental health.

‘Imagining Tomorrow:
H2O’ Challenge
Announces
Winning Teams

T

he Imagining Tomorrow: H20 challenge, an initiative of the
Academy’s Global STEM Alliance and partners Sisters Cities
International and Sqore, announced two winning student
teams, one from the U.S. and one from Ghana. The challenge was
developed to encourage students ages 13–17 to create innovative
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM)-focused solutions to critical water-related needs that exist in their communities.
Using their passion for STEM, students applied their knowledge to either a “site water audit,” where they researched how a site
in their community could use water more efficiently, or a “fresh
water in the future” challenge, where students thought about how
water resources and general infrastructure could be maintained
25 years into the future. During the 60-day challenge, New York
Academy of Sciences-affiliated scientists and practitioners served
as mentors and supported the students as they researched issues,
investigated options, and designed their solutions.
Team “H20 YEAH!,” composed of Adaline Kerr of Whetstone High School and Kurtis Chenoweth of Columbus Alternative High School, from Columbus, Ohio, was chosen for its
gray water system solution. They worked with mentor Jessica
Black, construction manager at O’Brien & Gere.
The team hypothesized that if the population of their hometown in Franklin County doubled in 25 years and if no change
was made to the current water system, domestic water use would
double—causing a water crisis. Aiming to meet this potential for

Inside the Academy
increased demand, the team proposed a widespread household
and commercial gray water system.
“It has always bothered us that perfectly drinkable water is literally flushed down the toilet multiple times per day. We began
to calculate how much water could be saved by using untreated
water in place of it—a lot. A lot, as in, no more impending water
crisis in Franklin County,” said the team members.
Team “Dayzins,” composed of Zaid Adam Hadir Idriss and
Yiwere Aminu from Lebanon Islamic Secondary School in
Accra, Ghana, were chosen for its rainwater harvesting solution. They worked with mentor Rhoda Toback, master watershed steward and XM candidate in natural resources at Virginia
Tech Center for Leadership and Global Sustainability, and also
received assistance from their school counselor, Asmau Ayub.
In the next 25 years, they hypothesized the water consumption in Abeka, their hometown, will double, and the increase in
demand can be met by households collecting and storing rain
water. Their solution proposes collecting rainwater in gutters or
downspouts, which redirect the water through pipes to storage
tanks.
“Instead of using the old thinking—like piping—we could use
Mother Nature to get access to water. Mother Nature purifies
the water for free and dumps it right where people live,” said the
team members.
Congratulations to the winning teams! 

Kurtis Chenoweth and Adaline Kerr proposed a gray
water system solution for Franklin County, Ohio.

Member News

C

SAVE THE DATE
2016 Ross Prize in Molecular Medicine:
Resolution of Inflammation

Monday, June 13, 2016
THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Join the Feinstein Institute for Medical
Research and Molecular Medicine in honoring,
Dr. Charles Serhan, PhD, the winner of the
2016 Ross Prize in Molecular Medicine with
a scientific symposium at the New York
Academy of Sciences.

ongratulations to Academy Member Hanzhi Lin,
assistant research scientist
at the University of Maryland
Center for Environmental Science, on the publication of his
recent research paper in Science
(Vol. 351, Issue 6270): “The fate
of photons absorbed by phytoplankton in the global ocean.”
According to a news article in Science, the research
team “developed an instrument highly sensitive to the red
fluorescence of phytoplankton that could be deployed on
oceangoing research vessels.” After gathering more than
150,000 phytoplankton fluorescent measurements, “the
team calculated how much sunlight was directed toward
making cellular fuel compared with how much was lost as
heat or fluorescence.”
“In this paper, we found phytoplankton photosynthesis efficiency is unexpectedly low although they annually
contribute half of the global primary productivity in the
oceans,” says Lin.

The New York Academy of Sciences Magazine • Spring 2016
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Event Recap

STEM Students
Meet with Bill &
Melinda Gates

I

n February, more than 50 extraordinary students from
around the world—participants in the Academy’s Global
STEM Alliance—got the chance to sit down with world-renowned philanthropists and change-agents Bill and Melinda
Gates. They were invited to discuss their ideal “superpower
for good” at a Q&A session hosted by best-selling author and
YouTube personality John Green, which kicked off the Gates’
2016 Annual Letter campaign.
The next day, several of the students also had the chance
to participate in a segment on Good Morning America, where
they asked Bill and Melinda questions about the Annual Letter
topics: sustainable energy and time poverty.
The students are part of an inaugural class of 600 highschool-age students in two innovative, internet-based Academy
initiatives, The Junior Academy and 1000 Girls, 1000 Futures.
Visit http://bit.nyas.org/GSAGatesEvent to access our
news item with links to the YouTube Q&A and the Good Morning
America segment. 

2

3

GSA students take the customized
elevator up to the YouTube Studios.

5

7

1

6

Students display their ideal
“superpower for good.”

8

It was a resounding success! The
conversation about “more energy,”
“more time,” and other ideal
superpowers was compelling for
students and adults of all ages.

6
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Event Recap
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1

Several of the GSA students made their
Good Morning America debut with the Gateses.

2

Academy President and CEO Ellis Rubinstein
(left) and GSA students waited for the Q&A
filming to begin at YouTube Studios.

4

The Gateses mingled with the students, asking
about their current and future STEM goals.

4
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Academy eBriefings
eBriefings are online multimedia reports documenting recent Academy events.
Find new and noteworthy ones previewed here and more at www.nyas.org/eBriefings.

Pre-Approval Access:
Can Compassion,
Business, and
Medicine Coexist?

O

n October 28–29, 2015, the New York Academy of Sciences and NYU School of Medicine convened a multidisciplinary conference on pre-approval access to
medicines outside a clinical trial, or what is often referred to as
compassionate use. The process by which critically ill patients
may request access to experimental therapies prior to regulatory
approval poses complex ethical, legal, and social challenges that
often leave patient advocacy groups, physicians, pharmaceutical companies, regulators, and patients at odds in the struggle
to determine how far an individual can go to try to save his or
her own life, and at what—and whose—cost. Through spirited
debates and networking opportunities, conference attendees
worked to lay the foundation for better, more collaborative decision making regarding compassionate use policies and programs, and to answer the title question—”Pre-Approval Access:
Can Compassion, Business, and Medicine Coexist?”
Few topics in modern health care are as ethically complex,
emotionally wrenching, and financially fraught as compassionate use, or pre-approval access. To enter the world of compassionate use is to meet the sickest patients, to witness last-grasp
efforts to save the terminally ill. It is the desperate process of
pleading for access to experimental therapies not yet approved
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)—compounds that
may or may not be safe or effective. For patients, the stakes—life
and death—could not be higher; for companies and regulators,
the financial, ethical, and social costs are very high as well. The
general population also has a stake in these decisions that affect
which drugs come to market, and when.
The cost of bringing a single new drug to market can well
exceed $1 billion, and the process can take up to 10 years. Safety
and efficacy trials demand that patients meet strict eligibility
requirements, and in some efficacy trials one group of patients
may receive a placebo compound. Pre-approval access exists
outside these clinical trials and often involves patients who are
too sick to enroll, who live too far from testing sites, or who are
otherwise unable to participate. Patients appeal directly to the
company developing the compound, and requests are subject to
FDA approval. Companies that agree to provide an investigational medicine on a compassionate-use basis often do so at their
own cost. Sometimes, particularly at small companies, this cost
means diverting supply and financial resources from the clinical trials that could make the drug widely available for future
patients. Most large, and many small, pharmaceutical companies
8
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operate compassionate use programs, and the results are sometimes remarkable.
However, the system leaves much to be desired. For patients, finding information about experimental therapies can
be challenging, and the process of making a request to a company and seeking the required approvals (company, FDA, and
institutional review board) is so time- and labor-intensive that
some die awaiting an answer. Pharmaceutical companies may
be inundated with compassionate use requests, and may find
themselves in the unenviable position of denying all requests
for lack of resources or because of inability to meet requests
equitably. Over the past 2 years, several high-profile bids for
compassionate use have hit the mainstream press, with huge
social media campaigns mounted in support of a single patient’s plight. U.S. pharmaceutical companies that agree to
provide pre-approval access must offer the investigational
medicine at very low or no charge, but patients cover their
own medical, travel, and other expenses to obtain it. The costs
can be staggering, and for many families and smaller companies, unsustainable.
Balancing the needs of all parties involved is “tricky, interesting, difficult, and vitally important,” said Arthur Caplan of
NYU, one of the conference organizers. At the center of preapproval access debates lies this ethical question: how to design and conduct clinical trials that provide the rigorous safety
data needed for FDA approval, while still showing concern for
patients who are ineligible for trials and have little time left.
“From the point of view of someone who is very sick right
now, they don’t have time for proof of safety to be established,
or they may accept less evidence about safety and efficacy as
others might,” Caplan said. Resolving these issues means undertaking large-scale, cooperative changes to pre-approval access systems
“It’s clear that the public wants something done,” Caplan said.
“Morally, most of us believe in a right to be rescued—if someone
is trapped in a mine or on top of a mountain, we’ll rescue them,
even if it’s not an efficient use of resources. But where do we draw
the line?”
On the Web

Full eBriefing by Hallie Kapner:
www.nyas.org/CompassionateUse-eB

Academy eBriefings

Advances in Human
Microbiome Science:
Intestinal Diseases
On October 15, 2015, the Academy’s Microbiome Science Discussion Group convened researchers for “Advances in Human
Microbiome Science,” the first of three symposia on the causal
relationships between microbiota and disease—this one focused
on intestinal diseases. Human colon microbiota form one of the
densest bacterial ecosystems, with 100 trillion microorganisms,
or tenfold more cells than the body itself. These commensal microbiota have beneficial health effects such as aiding digestion,
resisting pathogen invasion, and producing useful metabolites,
but dysbiotic bacterial ecosystems or dysregulated host immunity can stimulate inflammatory responses that lead to disease.
The Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation of America reported in
2014 that 1.6 million people in the U.S. had inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD), a condition that increases the risk of intestinal
bleeding, weight loss, life-threatening infection, and colorectal
cancer. There is evidence that the gut microbiota are implicated
in other chronic diseases, including arthritis, diabetes, obesity,
allergies, cancers, and HIV. Researchers hope that microbiome
research will yield insights into disease susceptibility and treatment strategies.
Stanislav Dusko Ehrlich of the French National Institute
for Agricultural Research (INRA) and King’s College London
gave a keynote address describing how better understanding
and management of the microbiome could reduce the burden of chronic diseases. Subsequent speakers discussed how
pathogens, gut microbiota, and the immune system interact
to influence intestinal health, and described efforts to map the
human microbiome and to uncover the roles played by specific gut microbes in healthy and dysbiotic states.

“We should strive to improve health by
modulating an unhealthy or toxic microbiome.
We need more prevention because today’s
medicine is curative.” – Ehrlich
On the Web

Full eBriefing by Hannah Rice:
www.nyas.org/Microbiome2015-eB

Mobile Health Technology
Mobile technology has become ubiquitous in everyday life, and
mobile devices are now being used to improve human health.
Wireless medical sensors, or mobile biosensors, allow clinicians
and researchers to gather real-time biometric data on a massive
scale, via wearable gadgets and implantable medical devices. The
information retrieved from mobile biosensors could revolutionize how clinical research is conducted and how disease therapies
are delivered.
On September 30 and October 1, 2015, professionals from science, engineering, analytics, health care, business, and government
gathered for a conference on “Mobile Health: The Power of Wearables, Sensors, and Apps to Transform Clinical Trials,” presented by
Medidata and the New York Academy of Sciences.
Operating in the age of activity trackers, smart bandages, biostamps, and other mobile technologies, researchers have unprecedented access to biometric data. Most mobile devices and biosensors provide real-time data that are consistent, granular, and
accurate. But the data gathered can also be noisy, non-standardized,
cumbersome, and lacking context—and consequently open to misinterpretation. Researchers must contend with the technical and
logistical challenges presented by large data sets.
A 2014 report from the Health Data Exploration Project showed
that only 30% of Americans surveyed share health data collected by
a mobile device with a health professional. More than 75% of respondents said they would probably or definitely share such data
for research purposes if given an opportunity. More than 95% said
the data should remain at least somewhat anonymous. These results
suggest that mobile devices could be used more widely to collect
health data than researchers may appreciate, and the conference
featured discussion of how to expand and improve mobile health
technologies such as smartphone-connected sensors, wearable or
implantable devices, and biotic–abiotic interfaces.
The conference also explored the promise of wearable biosensors and mobile apps to improve patient care and clinical outcomes.
It featured presentations on new devices, commercial and clinical
implementation, and regulation. Speakers discussed strategies for
managing data from mobile devices and described the broad societal implications of mobile health technologies, including legal and
data-privacy considerations.
On the Web

Full eBriefing by Ann Griswold:
www.nyas.org/MobileHealth2015-eB
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Academy eBriefings

Learning from Cancer
to Advance Drug
Development for
Neurodegeneration
Recent eBriefings
Leveraging Big Data and Predictive
Knowledge to Fight Disease
www.nyas.org/BigData-eB

The 2015 Blavatnik Science Symposium
www.nyas.org/Blavatnik2015-eB

From Tumor Suppressors to Oncogenic
Dynamics: The 2015 Dr. Paul Janssen
Award Symposium
www.nyas.org/Janssen2015-eB

Phenotypic and Biomarker-based
Drug Discovery
www.nyas.org/PhenotypicDrug-eB

Grantsmanship for Postdocs:
Navigating the K99/R00 Award
www.nyas.org/PostdocGrants-eB

Current Evidence on Noncaloric Sweeteners
and their Health Implications.
www.nyas.org/Sweeteners-eB

Toward Evidence-based Nutrition Policy:
Methods, Implementation, and Political Reality
www.nyas.org/nutrpolicy-eB

Alzheimer’s Disease and Tau: Pathogenic
Mechanisms and Therapeutic Approaches
www.nyas.org/Tau2015-eB

Age-related diseases frequently occur together and are often considered manifestations of aging. However, there is evidence of an
inverse relationship between cancer and neurodegenerative disease.
Cancer patients have a lower risk of Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and
other neurodegenerative diseases, and the reverse is also true. Many
cancer drug targets overlap with targets for neurodegeneration; thus
research on cancer biology may advance therapeutic development
for neurodegenerative disorders. On June 11, 2015, researchers in
cancer and neuroscience convened at the New York Academy of
Sciences for a symposium titled “Learning from Cancer to Advance
Neurodegeneration Drug Discovery and Development.”
Cancer and neurodegenerative disease are, in many ways,
opposites. Cancer is a disease of uncontrolled cell division and
proliferation, and cancer cells circumvent apoptotic pathways;
neurodegenerative diseases result from neuron cell death. Therapeutic strategies for cancer aim to promote apoptosis; strategies
for neurodegenerative diseases focus on neuroprotection and
aim to prevent cell death.
Despite these differences, research has uncovered similar
mechanisms in cancer and neurodegeneration. Some genes that
are expressed in one are silenced in the other. Conversely, the
same biological pathways can have different outcomes in tumor
cells and neurons—leading to cell proliferation in cancer cells
and to cell death in neurons. These findings point to opportunities for the fields to learn from each other.
There is also an inverse relationship between cancer and
neurodegenerative disease. Cancer appears to have a neuroprotective effect: cancer patients are at decreased risk for neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s
disease. Patients with neurodegenerative disease are at decreased
risk for many types of cancer. The talks focused on research related to both fields, highlighting insights about cell biology and
function that can be gleaned from these diseases. The plenary
address introduced epidemiological and biological evidence for
the connections between cancer and neurodegenerative disorders. Speakers described common molecular mechanisms as
well as clinical possibilities for repurposing cancer therapies for
Alzheimer’s and related dementias. 

There is an inverse relationship between cancer
and neurodegenerative disease, as well as similar
mechanisms in cancer and neurodegeneration that
could allow the fields to learn from each other.
On the Web

Full eBriefing by Jennifer Cable:
www.nyas.org/BDDGCancer-eB
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IAMNYAS
The Academy community represents one of
the most dynamic and diverse groups of STEM
professionals and science enthusiasts and
supporters around the world, with more than
20,000 Members across 100 countries.
Academy Members are building STEM careers,
overcoming the challenges associated with
cutting-edge research, putting science into
practice, influencing policy, and supporting
future generations of science leaders.

Over the following pages, we invite you to get
to know your fellow Academy Members and
learn about new opportunities to interact and
get involved!
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Mirna Mihovilovic Skanata
Mirna Mihovilovic Skanata, PhD, got her degree in Physics from Brown University in
Rhode Island. Originally hailing from the beautiful coastal city of Split, Croatia, she is currently based in New York City working as a Postdoctoral Research Associate at New York
University and is relishing in the excitement that her adopted home has to offer.
What projects are you currently working on?

I am working on understanding how neural circuits process information—you can say
I am “cracking neural circuits.” The human nervous system is extremely complex, so it
is paradoxically more profitable to ask these big questions using small model organisms.
My research project envisions developing a specialized microscope that can image neural activity in a freely behaving fruit fly larva, “reading its mind” as it makes decisions
crucial to its survival.

What is one of the biggest challenges you’re facing right now?

My research now involves developing new technologies and utilizing electronics and
optics in a novel way to build a very sophisticated microscope. It is a challenge, but also
a great adventure.

How do you like to keep busy when you’re not in the lab?

Since I moved to New York City, I started ice-skating at Chelsea Piers and at the Central
Park Wollman Rink, I sail on the Hudson, tap-dance in the West Village, and skateboard
in the many parks in the City. I have one activity for each season! I find it exciting to start
from scratch and pick up a new skill.

Mark Jackson
After spending a number of years working in theoretical physics at an array of prestigious
institutions, including the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and the Lorentz Institute for Theoretical Physics, Mark Jackson, PhD, decided to change things up a bit in his
career. In 2014, he harnessed his entrepreneurial spirit, years of experience as a researcher,
and love of sharing science with the public to found Fiat Physica, a crowd funding platform
specifically for physics, astronomy, and space exploration.
What is one of the biggest challenges you’re facing right now?

When I began Fiat Physica I believed that the challenge would be to convince the public
that science was worth supporting. This turned out not to be a problem: the public loves
science! The problem is that most researchers do a very poor job of communicating their
work to the public. Much of Fiat Physica’s focus is now educating researchers on how to
market their projects in a way that engages the public.

Who has been your biggest science inspiration?

Linus Pauling: the only person to have won two unshared Nobel Prizes (Chemistry
and Peace), social and peace activist, and fellow Oregonian.

What’s the best piece of career advice you’ve received?

If you don’t want your supervisor’s job, you have the wrong job.

12
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Juan A. Gallego
Award-winning scientist and multi-instrument musician Juan A. Gallego, MD, MS, is
an assistant professor of Psychiatry at the Hofstra North Shore LIJ School of Medicine. He
lives in Brooklyn, NY, where he can also be heard playing bass, guitar, drums, and more.
What project(s) are you currently working on?

I am performing lumbar punctures (spinal taps) in patients with schizophrenia and in
healthy volunteers with the goal of studying the role of microRNAs in cerebrospinal
fluid as prognostic and diagnostic biomarkers

What is one of the biggest challenges you’re facing right now?

Recruiting subjects is always a challenge, especially for a study like mine. Therefore,
recruiting enough subjects to be able to conduct meaningful and relevant analysis is my
biggest challenge.

What is one thing you love to do outside the lab?

I’ve been playing music since age 16. I play the electric bass, guitar, some piano and
drums, and I perform regularly in the New York area. I typically play with bands but also
write some of my own music. I play regularly with a few artists such as Nilko Andreas
and LaMar NYC (world music) and La Cumbiamba eNeYe (Colombian music). I also fly
to perform in my home country, Colombia, with Estados Alterados (synth pop).

Fredda Weinberg
Fredda Weinberg, a graduate of the original Junior Academy program, returned to the
Academy as a Member while pursuing her Master’s in Information Systems. A programmer
for Reliable Health Systems, Fredda is passionate about “connecting the needy to sources
of security, justice, and sustenance.”
How did you get hooked on a STEM career?

The ability to reproduce results was enough to convert me from superstitious to scientific.

Was there someone who helped encourage you
to pursue a career in STEM?

My chemistry teacher at Sheepshead Bay High School
[in Brooklyn, NY], in 1977, showed me my first programming language and suggested that one day, it could
be a career.

What has been one of the most rewarding
moments of your career?

There’s nothing like having your work profiled on
the local evening news. A little technology, leveraged
properly, changed countless lives for kids who previously did not imagine they had a future.
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Yana Zorina
Yana Zorina, PhD, is currently working as a cell biologist at Acorda Therapeutics, a

biotechnology company located just north of New York City that focuses on developing
treatments for multiple sclerosis and spinal cord injury.

What’s the best piece of career advice you’ve received?

When I was in college, I entered the pre-med program with the assumption that if I
was interested in science and biology, then the most logical place to go was medical
school. My pre-med advisor at the time told me that science comes in 3 stages: scientists
discover new knowledge, teachers disseminate the new knowledge, and doctors apply
it to patients. At that point I realized that I wanted to be at the root of the process, and
these words have stayed with me until the present day.

Did you ever compete in a science fair as a kid?

During high school I participated in the Intel Science Talent Search program and
became a semi-finalist after performing a screen for iron-regulated promoters in mycobacterium tuberculosis. The Intel competition served as my springboard into the amazing world of scientific research.

Do you have any hobbies outside of science?

Ever since childhood I have always enjoyed intricate craft making. I particularly love
making flowers out of fine beads. The patience and attention to detail required in such
projects directly translates to the projects I now work on in the lab. The morphological
beauty of neuronal and glial cells speaks directly to the artist in me, and I greatly enjoy
imaging these cells via confocal microscopy.

Devika Varma
Devika Varma is a PhD candidate in Biomedical Engineering at The City College of New
York. Her thesis focuses on developing novel, plant-based materials for intervertebral disc
repair and regeneration. In short, she is working to figure out a non-invasive treatment for
back pain. In her spare time, Devika mentors students by participating in the Academy’s
mentoring programs.
Who has been your biggest science inspiration?

My grandfather, K.K.R Varma, has been my biggest science inspiration. He would always
encourage me to read science fiction authors and push his collection of Popular Mechanics my way. Even at the age of 90 he is learning new languages like Urdu and Arabic and
brushing up on his Calculus. This constant thirst for knowledge is what continues to
inspire me. I am very lucky to have him in my life.

What’s a fun fact about you that might surprise your friends or colleagues?

I strongly believe in the power of human “poop.” Human excreta is packed with nutrients and has tons of untapped energy which I believe can be manipulated to power our
future and increase our agricultural productivity, organically. Resourceful sanitation can
create biofuel and compost from dry toilets. Sounds like a pipe dream, but organizations
such as SOIL in Haiti are setting great examples.

What is the most important benefit you feel the Academy’s Global STEM
Alliance provides?

The programming at the Global STEM Alliance has been very impressive in terms of
how impactful they are for young professionals in STEM and how genuine their outreach efforts have been. Their mentoring programs such as the Afterschool STEM Mentoring Program and its “Food Connection” project have really helped me tap into the
inner mentor in me.
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Dmitry Storcheus
Dmitry Storcheus, MS, is an engineer at Google Research NY, where he specializes in the
research and implementation of dimensionality reduction.
What initially drew you to the field of machine learning?

I was drawn to the field because of the remarkable power of machine learning tools to
learn and forecast patterns in data. I remember an article from 2011 about scientists
from Stanford who were able to use machine learning to study breast cancer with their
algorithm (called C-Path) using microscopic images. They reported that the algorithm
was more accurate than human doctors in predicting survival, which was amazing for
me at that time. The success of machine learning combined with its mathematical rigor
inspired me to conduct research in this field.

What are some of the biggest challenges in machine learning right now?

The first one is regarding supervised versus unsupervised methods. While unsupervised
methods have greater flexibility, the supervised ones can be fine-tuned to achieve better accuracy, so there is a tradeoff. Recently I published a paper coauthored with Mehryar Mohri
and Afshin Rostamizadeh that makes a point for using supervised dimensionality reduction,
since it has favorable learning guarantees. Particularly, we show that the generalization error
of a hypothesis class that includes learning a linear combination of kernels that define projection jointly with a classifier has a favorable bound.
The second challenge is “Can kernel machines match deep neural networks in accuracy?”
So far we have seen great progress by wonderful scientists, such as Fei Sha and Le Song,
who were able to use kernel approximations to match deep neural networks in accuracy
on speech datasets and provide theoretical justification of their results. This work is still in
progress, and I think it will be raising widespread discussions in the next couple of years.

Michael I. McBurney
Michael I. McBurney, PhD, FACN, who lives in Kinnelon, NJ, is the vice president of
Science, Communications & Advocacy for DSM Nutritional Products as well as an Adjunct Professor at the Friedman School of Nutrition Science & Policy at Tufts University.
Michael’s “life goal” is to make a difference and he is achieving this through his work in the
fields of nutrition and health.
You blog a lot—what’s one of your favorite posts?

This is a difficult question as I am usually enamored with every blog once it is posted!
With over 900 blog posts at DSM’s TalkingNutrition blog, it is our readers who have the
final say (vote) on best blog post. And using that yardstick, the vote usually goes to those
by my co-blogger, Julia K. Bird! However, as a recent example, it is personally satisfying
to have a platform to discuss nutrition research [such as my recent post on] “Why Conduct Nutrition RCTs without Nutrition Assessment?”

What is one of the biggest challenges you’re facing right now?

Consumer confusion about the nutritional quality and safety of foods. Over 70% of our
food purchases are for processed foods. Our health is most often challenged because we
eat too much and/or we routinely eat the same few foods. Without a diverse diet, moderate portions, and adherence to recommended number of servings from each food group,
it is very difficult to consume recommended quantities (RDAs) of vitamins and minerals.
Food enrichment and fortification has increased the amount of micronutrients (nutrient
density) of our diet. A multivitamin-mineral supplement can provide additional insurance
that we meet RDAs. Yet, there is a misperception about the healthfulness of fortified foods
and multivitamin-mineral supplements. Because of our food choices and sedentary lifestyle,
obesity co-exists with undernutrition (inadequate intake of essential nutrients).
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Mohamed El Zowalaty
Virologist and microbiologist Mohamed El Zowalaty, PhD, who often goes by the nickname Mez, has been passionate about biology for as long as he can remember. His commitment to the animal–human interface has led to unique opportunities in Malaysia, the
United Kingdom, and the U.S.
What are you currently working on?

I am working on research projects focused on zoonotic diseases, including the MERS
coronaviruses, nanoparticles of biomedical application as antimicrobial agents, and the
microbiome as it relates to human health.

Who has been your biggest science inspiration?

My late father Dr. Ezzat El Zowalaty. He was a veterinarian who inspired me to study at the
animal–human interface. The animal–human interface refers to diseases that are transmitted from animals to humans (zoonotic diseases), or from humans to animals (zooanthroponosis). I find veterinary science to be a cornerstone field in improving human health.

What are some of the things you do outside the lab?

Arts, reading, tennis, and I volunteer in community and childhood education initiatives
on various topics aiming to improve health.
Also, a few months back, I was selected as a champion and listed member for Antibiotic
Action, an independent, global initiative funded by the British Society for Antimicrobial
Chemotherapy. Antibiotic Action contributes to national and international activities
aiming to improve public awareness on antimicrobial resistance.

Anne Inger Helmen Borge
As the Head of Research for the Department of Psychology at the University of Oslo in
Norway, Anne Inger Helmen Borge, PhD, has focused her own research on developmental psychology. She conducts longitudinal studies on behavioral and emotional development from childhood through adulthood. An internationally recognized expert with
Horizon 2020, the largest European Union research and innovation program, and a mentor to others, Anne cites early experiences with a mentor of her own as the source of major
science inspiration.
What are you currently working on?

“The Matter of the First Friendships,” a longitudinal study that examines whether friendships protect against the development of psychopathology among very young children.
Data collection originally took place between 2006 and 2009. It was surprising to observe how early children, ages 1–2 in daycare, establish friendships and show preferences among peers in the groups. This spring, 10 years after we started, we will follow up
with the children who are now are 12–16 years of age.

Why did you become a Member of the New York Academy of Sciences?

I attended one of your excellent conferences and I understood international organizations were important. I like very much the Academy’s balance of understanding young
scientists as well as those of us who are older. 

-Profiles by Rosanna Volchok, Network Engagement Manager; Alexis Clements, Social and
Digital Content Strategist; and Elizabeth Gough-Gordon, Content Development Specialist.
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EXPAND YOUR NETWORK!
Inspired by the passion, expertise, and unique perspectives of your fellow
Members? Tap in to the incredible network the Academy offers through our
mentoring programs.
We’re thrilled to offer you access to a new opportunity to get involved and interact: Member-to-Member Mentoring.
The program matches you with a mentor—or a mentee—who is a fellow STEM professional and Academy Member. Depending
on your experience level and needs, you can request a mentor, become a mentor, or both.
Interested in mentoring students? We also offer incredible mentorship opportunities through the Academy’s Global STEM
Alliance, which delivers education programs that can help you develop your teaching and communication skills, while paying it
forward to the next generation of scientific innovators. The Junior Academy and 1000 Girls, 1000 Futures are recruiting new
mentors this June.

ΩV
 isit www.nyas.org/mentor, peruse our mentorship opportunities, and sign up today!
Ω F or additional information on your fellow Members, visit www.nyas.org/community and visit #IAMNYAS on social media.
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Interdisciplinary Science:
A Coming of Age?
Large global challenges, such as climate change, require a comprehensive approach,
part of which should be interdisciplinary research.
by Roderick J. Lawrence

I

nterdisciplinarity is a word à la mode, as shown by the contributions in Nature’s special issue on the topic (September 2015).
However, the collection of articles and the statistics they present
confirm that interdisciplinary science is still not mainstream: it is
still rarely supported by funders of scientific research despite the
increasing number of calls for interdisciplinary projects, it is still
rarely taught in higher education curricula, and it is still not recognized by many academic institutions. Indeed interdisciplinary
research is considered by many to be contradictory to the basic
principles of the production of scientific knowledge.
Despite these challenges, the volume of interdisciplinary research has increased in recent decades, especially since 2000. In addition, the diversity and scope of collaborations between disciplines
has increased. However, the number of collaborations between
“near neighbor disciplines”—for example between researchers in
social sciences—exceeds by far the number of collaborations between “distant disciplines,” such as biophysical sciences and social
sciences. Examples abound. For instance, the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) includes over
1,000 biophysical scientists but only a small number of researchers
from the humanities and social sciences. The cultural, ethical, psychological, and spiritual dimensions of climate change should be
part of a much-needed humane conceptual framework that could
improve our understanding of that extremely complex subject and
how societies can tackle it.
The biophysical sciences are committed to improving our understanding of the geophysical and biochemical dimensions of climate change at global, regional, and local levels; we must also understand the individual, group, and societal attitudes, perceptions,
motivations, reasoning, and values concerning climate change at
each of these levels before considering which behavioral, financial,
political, and technological tools to implement in specific situations.
Global climate change is not just a complex ecological challenge but indeed a societal one that concerns sustaining human
life and guaranteeing health in diverse climatic, cultural, geographical, and political contexts. Tackling climate change will
require a fundamental rethinking of the role and responsibility
of human agency in the state of the planet.
Interdisciplinary contributions to climate change (and
other components of global change) extend beyond common
research questions about the occurrence and magnitude of
change to address other equally important questions, such as
how change is experienced by different groups or populations,
why some countries have failed to acknowledge climate change
in national policy agendas, and how adaptation and mitigation
could become more effective.
There is no prescribed research protocol for interdisciplinary
research into complex questions. Such research is more than simply effective teamwork, and integration cannot be taken for grant18
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ed. According to Swiss developmental psychologist Jean Piaget
(1896–1980), who had a doctorate in biology, there are at least three
modes of interdisciplinary collaboration. The first results from the
willingness of researchers from two or more disciplines to collaborate and exchange ideas and information. The second is the transfer
of concepts from one discipline, sub-discipline, or field to another
for reuse in a different line of inquiry; a recent example of this is the
transfer of the concept of resilience from physics to the biological,
ecological, and social sciences. The third mode is the development
of new concepts, such as planetary health, as described by Whitmee
et al. in The Lancet (2015).
The either/or dichotomy of the current debate on disciplinary
versus interdisciplinary research discussed in the special issue of
Nature needs to be surpassed. It’s time to admit that disciplinary
and interdisciplinary research can and should coexist, because the
co-benefits of interdisciplinary research for individuals, research
groups, and research institutions in the public and private sectors
can lead to added value for society. 
Academy Member Roderick J. Lawrence is
a visiting professor at the United Nations
University’s International Institute for Global
Health, and holds several roles at the University of Geneva, including emeritus professor
at the Geneva School of Social Sciences and
director of the Global Environmental Policy
Program. He is also an adjunct professor at
the National University of Malaysia.

Member Op-Ed

INTRODUCING A NEW BOOK SERIES
A co-publication of the New York Academy of Sciences and
John Wiley & Sons, the series will cover a wide variety of
topics in the life and physical sciences in several different
formats, including educational textbooks, professional
research books, handbooks, and techniques books.
The Academy will consider proposals in all life and physical sciences, including:
Addiction • Antibiotics/Antimicrobial Therapeutics • Biomarkers • Cancer
Climate Change • Cognitive Neuroscience • Early Child Development
Ecology and Conservation Biology • Genomics/Genetic Diseases • Immunology
Microbiology/Infectious Diseases • Neuroscience • Nutrition • Obesity
Physiology/Pathophysiology • Psychiatry/Psychology • Stem Cells
STEM Education • Systems Biology

If you are interested in discussing a project, please contact:
Dr. Douglas Braaten | dbraaten@nyas.org
In your proposal please include author/editor CV(s), a brief description of the book
and target audience, and a table of contents (with contributors, if relevant).
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The Best Job in the World
Women scientists on determination, success, and the secret they wish everyone knew.
by Hallie Kapner

T

here is no better time to be a woman in the sciences. Generations of advocacy and effort have helped usher more
women into diverse scientific fields than ever before, and
despite the challenges that remain, today’s women scientists
are the largest and most influential cohort in history, their
voices louder by the minute.
Ask any of the 34 women who are winners and finalists of
the Blavatnik Awards for Young Scientists and they will readily volunteer that they have the best job in the world. The long
years of schooling, competitive atmosphere, tight faculty job
market, and difficult juggling act between work and family
never diminish the joy and excitement that comes through in
discussions of their work. For many in the group, becoming a
scientist was the dream of a lifetime, even before they had the
words to describe it.

Many Paths

“I wanted to know
how everything
worked. I took
everything apart.”

For Kathryn Uhrich, it began with questions.
“I didn’t know I wanted to be a scientist, but I
knew I was curious,” the dean of natural and
agricultural sciences at Rutgers University
recalled of her childhood self. “I wanted to
know how everything worked. I took everything apart.” A similar early curiosity found
a young Laura Landweber parked at her
family’s kitchen table on snow days, immersed in an anatomy
coloring book or busy building models. One winter, without
a hint of prescience, she painted a model of a paramecium—
a ciliate from the same group as the organism on which her
groundbreaking work in molecular evolution is based.
The notion that questioning, probing, assembling, and
even destroying are all central to the scientific endeavor did
not register for these women until later, most often when elementary or middle school science teachers noticed an aptitude for the subject. By the time particle physicist Mariangela
Lisanti was in the eighth grade, she knew where her interests
lay, even if she was still honing her experimental skills. “My
science fair project that year was an investigation of whether
microwaves killed or damaged corn seeds,” she remembers
fondly. “I knew they did, but I was trying to find out how

Our Experts
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much they could take before their growth was stunted, and
at what point they died. I grew all these corn seeds and literally covered my parents’ dining room table with petri dishes.”
With a reassuring laugh, she adds that the following year’s
project investigated how to protect the seeds.
Sometimes a knack for science exists among other talents, and while it’s hard to imagine microbiologist Christine
Jacobs-Wagner as anything but a scientist, science was not
her first career choice. At a university open house during her
final year of high school, she made a beeline for the law department. “I sat through exactly one class and that was it—I
didn’t want to be a lawyer,” she says. “I had to pick a major,
and even though I was really interested in business, I picked
science because my favorite high school classes were biology
and chemistry. I’m a scientist because of those teachers. They
really had a tremendous influence on me.”
Discovering a love of science and a natural gift for the academic skills it requires, whether in math, biology, statistics, or chemistry, is only the first
step. Even before the long road of advanced
degrees, there is a choice: which field beckons
loudest? Daphne Bavelier, a cognitive neuroscientist whose work on brain plasticity has
upended conventional views of how learning
takes place, started out pursuing molecular
biology. At an internship in her third year of
undergraduate work, during some of her first
hands-on molecular biology experiments, she had what she describes as “a real halt, a moment of ‘Wait, what am I doing?’ ”
She was surprised that a field that thrilled her in books felt less
exciting in real life. “I discovered it was more fun to read about
Western blots than to do them,” she remembers. “And thankfully this all happened at a time when there was a revolution in
our understanding of brain science. I was fascinated by that, and
even though my field didn’t exist yet, that all changed quickly.”

The Road Ahead
Bavelier was fortunate to land in the lab of trailblazing psychologist Molly Potter, who had in the 1960s been one of the
first women to join the faculty at the Massachusetts Institute of

Kathryn Uhrich

Laura Landweber

Dean of College of Natural and Agricultural
Sciences at the University of California, Riverside
Areas of research: Biomaterials, biodegradable
polymers, and drug delivery

Professor of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology
at Princeton University and Visiting Professor
of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics at
Columbia University
Areas of research: Molecular evolution and
RNA-mediated epigenetic inheritance
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Technology, at a time when many of the school’s buildings had
no women’s restrooms. Potter was not just one of Bavelier’s most
influential scientific mentors; she epitomized a quality crucial to
the success of any scientist: determination.
Today’s academic climate insists that faculty scientists wear
many hats: grant writer, teacher, researcher, and sometimes
even politician. Add the pressure to “publish or perish” and it is
not hard to see why biological engineer Antje
Baeumner tells her students, “If you want the
easy route, don’t get a PhD.” Choosing a life
in academia means following the work you
love into an environment that tests even the
brightest and most confident, with the specter of rejection never far from mind. Whether it involves being turned down for a grant
or having a paper rejected for publication, a life in science
means learning to accept no for an answer. What separates
the highest achievers seems to be the ability to balance the
short-term difficulties with the promise of big-picture goals.
“We just had a grant rejected last night and a paper rejected this morning,” says Uhrich. “But that’s just 5 percent
of the time. The other 95 percent of the time I’m thrilled. No
matter what you do or how you do it, there will be difficulties,
so you may as well do what you enjoy.”
The subject of rejection brings up a particular set of issues
for women in science, many of whom approach the topic, and
the perceived differences in how men and women process the
experience, with an analytical precision befitting their occupation. Many have acknowledged that for women, who represent less than 25 percent of science faculty in the country,
being rejected or overlooked can have larger resonance, and

the effects can be more detrimental.
“If you look at the culture of promotion and tenure, it really
preys on insecurity,” says geologist Carmala Garzione. “You feel
like your work is being evaluated until someone gives you the
final nod and says ‘You’re good enough, you can stay.’ ” Garzione
suspects that many women are hampered by notions of how they
should behave in a tough competitive environment. “These perceptions feed women’s doubts in their ability to
succeed,” she says. “I tell my students to worry
less—keep their heads down, get their work
done, and do what they love.”
Jacobs-Wagner posits that men in science
may be able to push past insecurities and setbacks more easily than she and her female colleagues seem to do early in their careers because societal norms present men with more opportunities to
face rejection early in life. She cites the typical roles of courtship,
explaining, “This has been going on forever—both men and
women flirt, but the men propose. The norm is the man in control, and men experience a ton of rejection in this area. If that’s
what builds confidence, then maybe we can learn more from being rejected, maybe it can’t be such a big deal.”
Gender roles never entered into Daniela Schiller’s process
of becoming a neuroscientist. As a child growing up in Is-

“If you want the
easy route, don’t
get a PhD.”

ABOVE LEFT: Emily Hodges
ABOVE RIGHT: Carmala Garzione

Mariangela Lisanti

Christine Jacobs-Wagner

Daphne Bavelier

Assistant Professor of Physics
at Princeton University
Areas of Research: LHC collider phenomenology,
direct and astrophysical detection of dark
matter, theories beyond the Standard Model,
substructure, and galaxy formation

Director of the Microbial Diversity Institute and
Fleming Professor of Molecular, Cellular, and
Developmental Biology at Yale University
Areas of research: Bacterial multiplication and
cell division, chromosome segregation, cell cycle
coordination, cell morphogenesis, cytokeleton,
and cell polarity

Professor of Psychology and Education Sciences at
the University of Geneva, Switzerland, and Professor
of Brain and Cognitive Sciences at the University
of Rochester
Areas of research: Brain plasticity, video games,
deafness, and learning
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“A faculty position
is actually the best job
for a woman to have
a career and a family.
Why is this still
a secret?” -Elza Erkip
rael, she knew she would someday serve in the army. “Over
the years I played the drums and parachuted and did a lot of
things typically considered masculine,” she explains. “At one
point, I wondered why. But I realized it’s not about male or
female ability, it’s about choosing the
human experience you wish to have.
For me, I think it helps to not consider gender, and to just do it, no matter
how hard it is.”
Refrains of just do it, keep trying,
never give up, take it as far as you can
are constant mantras for this group of
elite women, and it’s advice that they
never hesitate to share with peers and
students. Cell biologist Agnel Sfeir’s
passion for her field survived the
difficulties of growing up amid the
Lebanese Civil War, and her determination remains undiminished today.
“If you love science, you have to take it all the way to the end.
There’s nothing more rewarding than having your own lab.
This is the ultimate. It’s tough, but it’s doable, and there are
plenty of women doing it,” she says.

just too much. But a faculty position is actually the best job
for a woman to have a career and a family. Why is this still a
secret?” she exclaimed. “I’m so flexible, and there’s nothing
else like it. The hard part is getting here, but once you’re here,
it’s the best,” says Erkip, who also serves as a mentor for The
Junior Academy.
“Getting here” is unquestionably a different journey for
men and women—if it were not, perhaps the stubbornly low
rate of women scientists applying for faculty positions would
rise. The simple, and at times frustrating, math that causes
two major paths in the lives of many women in science—their
childbearing years and their work toward tenure—to intersect, is a major factor that lures some away from academia.
Erkip does not deny the challenges, but she is determined to be living proof that they can be overcome. “Part
of the problem is perception, and part of it is having more
role models. One of my students got pregnant just as she was
about to finish her PhD, and she told me that she looked at
me and my family and knew that she
could do it too.”
But the dream career for Erkip
and many of her peers still suffers
from a marketing problem. Uhrich
sees most of her doctoral students accept industry jobs, and she and others
at her level find themselves working
harder to promote the best aspects
of faculty science to the next generation. “I try to share my excitement—
who wouldn’t want a job where you
get paid to play detective, to try to
figure out how nature works. I can’t
imagine a better job and I tell that to
my students,” says Jacobs-Wagner. “I tell them that we all get
rejected—I get slapped in the face all the time—and if we take
it a little bit personally, which is natural, it only makes the
quality of our science better.” Bavelier echoes similar sentiments with the students she mentors, striving to show that
the benefits of a career in science are too rich to ignore. “It
doesn’t matter where you work, balancing work and family is
never simple. But the flexibility and the rewards of committing to science are so great, I have to show them it’s worth
accepting the difficult parts.”
Certainly institutional change will help, and many universities boast growing rosters of women in faculty positions, particularly at untenured ranks. Established senior scientists acknowledge that further systemic change will take a generation. “As a
tenured woman in science, I’m definitely a role model for my
students,” says Landweber. “But especially as a full professor at

“If you love science, you have
to take it all the way to the end.
There’s nothing more rewarding
than having your own lab. This
is the ultimate. It’s tough, but it’s
doable, and there are plenty of
women doing it.”

The Best Life
For electrical engineer Elza Erkip, the best job in the world is
one that allows her to pursue her passion—these days, much
of her research is in wireless networking—and to have the
flexibility to make her own hours, spend time with her two
young daughters, present her research at major conferences,
and mentor her students. It’s the job she has, and she cannot
imagine any other life.
“Some women decide that the juggle of life after a PhD is

Antje Baeumner

Carmala Garzione

Daniela Schiller

Professor of Biological and Environmental Engineering at Cornell University and Professor and Director
of the Institute of Analytical Chemistry, Chemo- and
Biosensors at the University of Regensburg, Germany
Areas of research: Biological engineering, biosensors, microfluidic sensors, clinical diagnostics, and
bioanalytical chemistry

Professor and Chair of Earth and Environmental
Sciences and Director of the University of
Rochester Center for Energy and Environment
Areas of research: Tectonics, sedimentology,
and geochemistry

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Neuroscience
at the Friedman Brain Institute, Icahn School
of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Areas of research: Cognitive neuroscience,
emotional learning and memory, and
reconsolidation of fear memories
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a small place like Princeton, with few senior women in science
relative to competitor institutions, you might find yourself the
only woman at that rank in your department. And then there’s
another gender imbalance if the leaders in the department have
had their PhDs for 50 years and you’ve had yours for 15.” Landweber, who will soon move to Columbia University after more
than two decades at Princeton, adds that “a mid-career move
can bring refreshing and exhilarating change. Plus, the opportunity to be recruited as a senior colleague means that there is no
more glass ceiling.”
The postdocs and new faculty who will become the deans
and department heads of the future seem to be taking the messages of their mentors to heart, and many new faculty are experiencing refreshingly positive early days on the job. After just
six months at Vanderbilt University, biochemist Emily Hodges
reports that she is already taking on leadership roles. “I have to
give my colleagues a lot of credit—it’s been very encouraging
and I’m already being put on committees,” she says. “You’d have
to be blind not to see that there are fewer women, but I’m finding
opportunities to become a leader.”
Hodges and her contemporaries, just like the generations
of women scientists that preceded them, are shattering misconceptions and creating new paradigms for women in science. They are also benefitting from cultural shifts that they
hope will bring greater equality to their work. They are fearless boundary-breakers, agents of change. They are living the
best advice Erkip gives to her young students. “We cannot be
afraid of what’s hard,” she says. “Love what you’re doing and
you will succeed.” 

“I picked science because my favorite
high school classes were biology and
chemistry. I’m a scientist because
of those teachers. They really had a
tremendous influence on me.”

TOP LEFT: Laura Landweber
TOP RIGHT: Melanie Sanford

-Hallie Kapner is a freelance writer in New York.

Agnel Sfeir

Elza Erkip

Emily Hodges

Assistant Professor of Cell Biology at
New York University
Areas of research: Chromosome biology, stem
cell biology, telomere length regulation, and DNA
damage signaling and repair

Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
at New York University Polytechnic School of
Engineering
Areas of research: Wireless communications,
communication theory, and information theory

Assistant Professor of Biochemistry at Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine
Areas of research: Genetics, genomics,
and epigenetics
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Annals Highlights
Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences is the premier publication of the
Academy, offering review articles in topical areas and proceedings of conferences.
Learn more and order copies at www.nyas.org/annals.

Translational
Neuroscience in
Psychiatry: Light at
the End of the Tunnel

I

n the past few years there has been a reported exodus of large
pharmaceutical companies from psychiatric drug discovery.
These companies have substantially scaled back their neuroscience research efforts, with investment in research and development instead being focused on drugs for diseases that have
better defined biological markers, validated molecular targets,
and objective diagnostic tests. This near standstill in industryled psychiatric drug discovery—despite a vast unmet medical
need and growing markets for psychiatric treatments—underscores the myriad challenges of translating basic neuroscientific
findings to new treatments for psychiatric illness. Just a few of
these challenges include the poor predictive value of animal
models of psychiatric disease, the relative inaccessibility of the
human brain to direct measurements at the molecular and cellular levels, and the lack of quantitative clinical biomarkers.
However, there has been optimism surrounding the development of promising translatable approaches that can bridge preclinical animal and clinical human studies. These recent developments
were explored in the Annals issue entitled Translational Neuroscience in Psychiatry: Light at the End of the Tunnel, which presents
papers related to an Academy-sponsored conference that brought
together leading academic and industry researchers to discuss the
progress in developing quantitative biomarkers to measure disease
progression and response to therapy, particularly in depression and
schizophrenia.
Translatability implies that the changes observed in laboratory
animals in preclinical studies are essentially reproducible in human patients. Included in the volume is an in-depth review providing an industry perspective on recent trends in clinical development in psychiatry and the need to find translatable biomarkers
Translational Neuroscience in Psychiatry

Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
Volume 1344, May 2015
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that can be used to predict the efficacy of a psychiatric drug, before
commencing costly phase III studies. In addition to predicting
efficacy, there is a need for translational biomarkers that can inform researchers about the unmistakable presence of the drug in
the brain and its time course, using noninvasive and inexpensive
approaches. One such translatable biomarker may be quantitative
electroencephalography, which is a widely used method of recording electrical activity in the brain that arises from electrochemical
communication between brain cells, and different frequencies of
activity are strongly related to aspects of cognition. Certain classes
of drugs consistently affect this electrical activity in a dose- and
time-dependent fashion across laboratory animals and humans.
Although quantitative electroencephalography changes may not
always be related to the overall efficacy of a drug, they demonstrate
the drug’s presence and activity in the brain. And thus, they can
be used to guide drug dose selection and dosing interval for subsequent phases of clinical discovery.
The use of electroencephalography methodology as a potential
tool for novel discovery is a theme seen throughout several fascinating reviews in this volume. For example, in one review, a type
of electroencephalography measure, called mismatch negativity
(MMN), is discussed as a translatable biomarker of early auditory
processing in schizophrenia. MMN is passively evoked when a repetitive sequence of familiar auditory stimuli is occasionally interrupted by stimuli that differ in, for example, duration or pitch, and
is thought to provide an electrophysiological indicator of sensory
learning and perceptual accuracy. Abnormalities in MMN have
been found to predict the development of psychosis in high-risk
individuals. This review explores the idea of using MMN as a predictive biomarker to help identify whether individual patients are
likely to respond to cognitive and pharmacological interventions
in schizophrenia.
Other compelling reviews in this Annals issue provide insights
on a promising new approach to discover blood biomarkers for major depressive disorder (MMD); specific neuroimaging biomarkers
that may discriminate between MDD patients who do or do not
respond to antidepressants and cognitive behavioral therapy; and
insights on glutamate system dysfunction in schizophrenia and depression gained through translational studies of the drug ketamine,
a sedative originally developed for anesthesia but later discovered
to have striking, rapid antidepressant effects within a few hours of
administration. The hope is that such approaches could eventually
help lead to the development of next-generation, precise, personalized biomarker-guided treatment strategies aimed at ameliorating,
or even preventing, psychiatric illness.

Annals Highlights

B-1 Lymphocytes:
Specialized
Immune Cells

A

subpopulation of white blood cells in the immune system,
so-called “B-1 lymphocytes” were the first subpopulation
of B cells to be identified. While B-1 cells share the fundamental capacity of all B cells to generate antibodies—proteins
produced by the immune system to eliminate harmful substances—and produce the majority of one type of antibody called
“natural immunoglobulin M” (IgM) in response to harmful substances, B-1 cells do not develop into long-lasting immune cells
and contribute to immune memory, which is immune activity
that stays dormant in the body in case of future exposure to the
same harmful substance. Instead, other lymphocytes, so called
“B-2 lymphocytes,” are responsible for immune memory.
In the Annals issue entitled B-1 Cell Development and Function, current issues and findings concerning the origin, fate, and
function of B-1 cells are explored, including discussions encompassing studies in humans and specific animal models and the
roles of B-1 cells in human diseases, including lupus erythematosus, pneumonia, leukemia, and solid tumors.
The 26 articles in this Annals issue explore the origin
of B-1 cells, the secreted factors and signaling pathways
involved in the regulation of their development, and the
unique roles of various classes of antibodies produced by B-1
cells, including IgM, IgA, and IgG antibodies. Other articles
in the volume describe the distinct functional roles of B-1
cell subtypes that can be further characterized on the basis of
distinct functions, including phagocytosis, antigen presentation, and immunosuppression, as well as the experimental
means to isolate and characterize these subpopulations.
Decades after their isolation and initial characterization,
many issues regarding the differential development and functional distinctions between B-1 and B-2 cells remain incompletely resolved. While it has been demonstrated that B-1 cells
emerge early in fetal life and self-renew (unlike B-2 cells, which
differentiate from precursor cells in the bone marrow), other
evidence suggests that hematopoietic stem cells that generate
B-2 cells can also give rise to B-1 cells, leaving true lineage distinctions between these subpopulations controversial. These issues have been complicated by phenotypic differences seen in
humans and mice, and by difficulties in efficiently isolating the
distinct B cell subpopulations.
B-1 Cell Development and Function provides a historical
overview on the field of B-1 cells and presents the breadth of
the current understanding of this unique class of B lymphocytes
from a range of perspectives, while posing new questions and
opening up new frontiers of study in this dynamic field. 
B-1 Cell Development and Function

Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences
Volume 1362, December 2015

Recent Annals Volumes
vo l ume
1361

Significant Life Extension by Ten Percent Dietary Restriction
Manipulation of Health Span and Function by Dietary Caloric
Restriction Mimetics
Methionine Restriction Beyond Life-Span Extension

Beyond the Big Bang

special issue

Diet, Sulfur Amino Acids,
and Health Span

Searching for Meaning in
Contemporary Physics

Diet, Sulfur Amino Acids,
and Health Span
Volume 1363
January 2016

Beyond the Big Bang
Volume 1361
December 2015

volume
1360

volume
1359

The Year in
Evolutionary Biology

The Year in
Cognitive
Neuroscience

series editors

series editors

Timothy A. Mousseau

Charles W. Fox

The Year in
Evolutionary Biology
Volume 1360
December 2015

Michael B. Miller

Alan Kingstone

The Year in Cognitive
Neuroscience
Volume 1359
November 2015

Follow Annals!
Stay abreast of the latest volumes by following Annals on
Twitter @NYASAnnals and by downloading the free Annals
app on iTunes. For instructions on downloading the app,
visit http://bit.nyas.org/annals-app.
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Academy Calendar
For further details on meetings and conferences,
visit our calendar at www.nyas.org/events.

May

Mon, May 2 | 11:30 AM - 3:00 PM

Lyceum Society May 2016 Meeting

The Lyceum Society comprises the Academy’s
retired and semi-retired members. Talks
cover various scientific fields. All Academy
members are welcome.
Mon, May 9 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

Complexity: A Science of the Future?

The advent of sophisticated computer technology has allowed studies of complex systems
such as cell colonies, neurons in the brain, the
immune system, economic markets, and social
groups. In complex systems, simple, nonlinear
interactions are iterated over time and give rise
to self-organization, evolution, learning, and
adaptation—phenomena that eluded explanation until now. This panel, including selected
physicists, will explore whether studies of
complexity complement traditional physics or
may upend science as we know it.
May 10 - 12 | United Kingdom

Food-Microbiome Interaction:
Implications for Health & Disease

The human body is colonized by a vast number
of commensal organisms, collectively termed
the microbiome. Importantly, dysbiosis —
dyregulation of this endemic microbiome
— has been implicated in a myriad of human
diseases ranging from inflammatory bowel
disease, to depression.
Sat, May 14 | 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

MGSN Career Fair 2016

Join the Minority Graduate Student Network
(MGSN) and the Science Alliance for the
MGSN Career Fair 2016, an event connecting
top graduate students and postdoctoral associates in STEM with ready-to-hire employers.

Mon, May 16 | 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Exposing Vulnerabilities in Cancer
Metabolism: New Discoveries

This symposium will highlight insights into
tumor metabolism from leaders in the field
and explore how this information is being
used to design safe and effective, metabolismtargeted therapies.
May 18 - 20

The Addicted Brain and New Treatment
Frontiers: Sixth Annual Aspen Brain Forum
Discover from leading experts, including
NIAAA and NIDA directors, the latest on
neurobiology of addiction; susceptibility of
the teen brain; new treatment strategies; and
social, economic, political, and legislative
aspects of this disease.
Mon, May 23 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

The Rise of Human Consciousness
Advances in physical and information sciences,
biology, and neuroscience have dramatically
enhanced our knowledge of the human species. But can physical sciences solve the biggest
mystery—the emergence of human consciousness? Join our panel including philosopher David Chalmers and cosmologist Max Tegmark
to explore this question and its implications.
Wed, May 25 | 11:30 AM - 5:00 PM

Chemical Biology Discussion Group
Year-End Symposium

The Chemical Biology Discussion Group
brings together chemists and biologists interested in discussing the latest breakthroughs.
In 2016, the annual year-end meeting features keynote speakers Dr Philip Cole and Dr
Kenneth Duncan.
Thurs, May 26 | 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM

HIV 2016: HIV and Non-Communicable

Diseases — Opportunities and Challenges
This event will address the incidence of non-
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communicable diseases among people living
with HIV, describe morbidity and mortality, and explore interactions among HIV,
antiretroviral drugs, and behavioral factors
influencing development and treatment.

June

Fri, June 3 | 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM

Antibiotics in Food: Can Less Do More?

Antibiotics have been used in human and
animal medicine for decades. Reducing the
use of antibiotics changes the dynamic between the food supply, food safety, and public
health. Food safety practices may emerge a
catalyst for change.
Mon, June 6 | 11:30 AM - 3:00 PM

Lyceum Society June 2016 Event

The Lyceum Society comprises the Academy’s
retired and semi-retired members. Talks
cover various scientific fields. All Academy
members are welcome.
Mon, June 6 | 1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Genome Integrity Discussion Group

The Genome Integrity Discussion Group
provides a forum for interactions between
basic and clinical research groups working on
chromosome biology and function, and at the
interface between chromosome integrity, and
onset and progression of malignancy.
Mon, June 13 | 10:00 AM - 3:30 PM

2016 Ross Prize in Molecular Medicine:
Resolution of Inflammation

This symposium will honor Dr. Charles N.
Serhan, the recipient of the 2016 Ross Prize
in Molecular Medicine, for his important
discoveries in identifying bioactive mediators
and cellular pathways critical in the resolution of inflammatory diseases.

Academy Calendar
Mon, June 13 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

Are We Alone in the Universe?

The Fermi Paradox—the apparent contradiction between the high probability of the
existence of extraterrestrial civilizations
and the lack of contact with such civilizations—continues to captivate our minds.
Join astrophysicist Adam Frank and science
writer Louisa Preston and selected physicists
and philosophers as they explore the question: “Where is everybody?” as well as other
questions: How does scientific knowledge
direct our future scientific and technological
pursuits on Earth and in space? How does
science inform human ethics? Does science
make us better citizens of the universe?
Tues, June 21 | 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Surgery and Cognition: Delirium,
Cognitive Decline, and Opportunities
to Protect the Brain

This meeting will convene leading scientists
and physicians to discuss the challenges and
opportunities to create biomarkers and therapeutics for these patients who are vulnerable
to delirium, cognitive decline, and dementia
following surgery.
Tues, June 28 | 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM

Multiple Sclerosis: Diagnostic
and Treatment Frontiers

Explore novel and emerging treatments for
multiple sclerosis, including biomarkers and
MRI usage in disease diagnosis, prognosis,
and monitoring.
Wed, June 29 | 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

Did Einstein Kill Schrödinger’s Cat?
A Quantum State of Mind

This panel, including quantum physicist Daniel
Harlow, will discuss the fascinating interplay
between two great theories of the 20th century—
quantum theory and general relativity—and
how these phenomena may be exploited, from
black holes to quantum computing.

July

Wed, July 13 | 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

MicroRNAs: A Gene Silencing Mechanism
with Therapeutic Implications

miRNAs play critical roles in regulating gene
expression. This symposium will present
up-to-date basic, translational, and clinical
research addressing the biology of miRNA
and their promise as a therapeutic target.

center of healthcare, technology, and science.
This symposium will advance the technological promise of bioelectronics.

August

August 1 - 5

SEISMIC: The Science Mindset
Collaborative

SEISMIC is a rigorous 5-day program for
high school students with a passion for
science. Over the course of this pre-college
program, students will apply the basic principles of scientific research and collaboration to develop a unique project addressing
a real-world challenge within their own
community. They will also develop valuable
leadership, communication, and project
planning skills—all under the guidance of
real-life scientists. Students will receive a
certificate of completion at the end of the
program, and will be equipped with the
tools and know-how to implement the project in their community.

Beyond

Tues, Oct 25 | 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Emerging Paradigms in Drug Discovery
& Chemical Biology

Chemical Biology is changing the face of
drug discovery. This symposium will highlight recent developments in the field, featuring examples from neurobiology and cancer,
the ubiquitin proteasome system, GPCRs,
and protein lipidation.
Tues, Nov 15 | 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Mucosal Healing of the Intestinal
Epithelial Barrier

This symposium will evaluate emerging research investigating the benefits of achieving
mucosal healing in the treatment of intestinal
disorders.
Tues, Dec 6 | 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Thurs, Sept 8 | 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Targeting Inflammation and Podocytopathy
in Chronic Kidney Disease

Accumulating evidence supports a role for
renal inflammation and podocytopathy in
pathogenesis and progression of chronic kidney disease. This symposium will delve into
the mechanisms underlying this pathology.

Alzheimer’s Disease as a Neurovascular
Inflammatory Disorder

This symposium will highlight basic research
and clinical science elucidating the mechanisms underlying vascular contributions to
cognitive impairment and dementia (VCID).

Thurs, Sept 15 | 6:30 PM - 7:30 PM

198th Annual Meeting of the New York
Academy of Sciences
The Board of Governors of the New York
Academy of Sciences cordially invites Members to the 198th Annual Meeting.
Fri, Sept 16 | 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM

Meetings Policy
»»DATES, TIMES, AND TOPICS OF

EVENTS LISTED HERE ARE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE. For up-to-date
information, including ticket prices,
please visit our online calendar at
www.nyas.org/events.

Big Data, Consumer Technology, and
the Obesity Epidemic: Emerging Science
and Ethical Considerations

»»Registration is required for most and

Researchers, health professionals, and a growing wellness-conscious public use technology
to monitor health status. Big Data harnessed
from this technology have created a foundation for focused research targeting obesity,
but at what cost?

»»Unless noted otherwise,

September 21 - 23

13th Key Symposium 2016: Bioelectronic
Medicine — Technology Targeting
Molecular Mechanisms
Bioelectronic medicine, a new discipline
aimed at interfacing electronics with cells to
target molecular mechanisms, is at the epi-

strongly encouraged for all events. To
register to attend an event, please use
the Academy events calendar online at
www.nyas.org/events or contact the
meetings department at 212.298.8640
or customerservice@nyas.org.
Academy events are held at:
The New York Academy of Sciences
7 World Trade Center
250 Greenwich St at Barclay, 40th Fl
New York, NY 10007

»»Photo ID is required for entry.
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Last Look

Gravitational Waves Detected for the
First Time!

I

n February, it was announced that scientists at Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) detectors observed gravitational waves, ripples in the fabric of
spacetime, which serve as confirmation of Einstein’s 1915 general theory of relativity. According to the LIGO Scientific Collaboration, these waves arrived “at the earth from a cataclysmic
event in the distant universe.”
LIGO reported: “Gravitational waves carry information
about their dramatic origins and about the nature of gravity that
cannot otherwise be obtained. Physicists have concluded that
the detected gravitational waves were produced during the final
fraction of a second of the merger of two black holes to produce
a single, more massive spinning black hole. This collision of two
black holes had been predicted but never observed.” 
ABOVE: A LIGO scientist documents a part of the optics
system. PHOTO COURTESY OF LIGO LABORATORY
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“Just imagine that one day you wake up with
a new sense. Can you imagine how the world
would change? This is what just happened to us.
Humanity just woke up. We’ve always had our
eyes on the stars. Now we can hear them too.”
—Blavatnik Award Honoree Szabolcs Márka, Walter O. LeCroy,
Jr. Associate Professor of Physics at Columbia University, who is
a member of the Columbia team that contributes to the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration (as reported by Columbia News). To
learn more about Márka’s work, visit www.blavatnikawards.org.

Upcoming Events—Register Today!
MAY
10-12

Food-Microbiome
Interaction: Implications
for Health & Disease

JUN

3

Antibiotics in Food:
Can Less Do More?

These live events are also
accessible via webinar to
off-site participants.

HELD IN THE UK!

MAY
16

MAY

25

MAY

26

Exposing Vulnerabilities
in Cancer Metabolism:
New Discoveries

JUN

Chemical Biology
Year-End Symposium

JUN

HIV and
Non-Communicable
Diseases

JUL

6

13

13

Genome Integrity
Discussion Group

APR

2016 Ross Prize:
Resolution of
Inflammation

APR

MicroRNAs: A Gene
Silencing Mechanism with
Therapeutic Implications

MAY

To register for these events,
go to www.nyas.org/events16
Members of the New York Academy of Sciences
receive free or discounted registration.
Unless otherwise noted, all events take place at the New York
Academy of Sciences Conference Center in New York City.
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18-20

Solute Carrier
Proteins

Epigenetics:
Cancer and Beyond

The Addicted Brain and
New Treatment Frontiers

This series of live
events is also available
via Livestream.
APR 5 The Physics
of Everything
TO
JUN 29 Lecture Series

7 World Trade Center
250 Greenwich Street, 40th floor
New York, NY 10007-2157

GET INVOLVED! BECOME A MENTOR!
Two innovative programs are recruiting new mentors this June.

1000 Girls, 1000 Futures is a virtual program designed
to take on one of the world’s biggest challenges: getting more women into STEM. High school-aged girls
are matched with a female STEM mentor dedicated to
supporting development of 21st century skills such as
leadership, critical thinking, and communication, while
also preparing girls for college. You can be a part of this
world-wide movement!

The Junior Academy is a virtual program for exceptional
students ages 13-19, interested in STEM. The program connects students to an exciting community of student peers and
expert STEM professionals from around the globe. Students
build STEM skills with best-in-class learning resources, while
working together to form solutions to innovation challenges.

Ω Learn more and apply to be a mentor at www.nyas.org/mentor.

